Learn how 100% renewable looks in practice

The Solutions Project – We all need to familiarize ourselves with the work of Professor Mark Jacobson of Stanford University. He and his team have done the research to demonstrate that we currently have the technology to transition to 100% renewable. We strongly recommend that you watch this presentation: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=l5itfavvu8Q%20 He starts speaking at 18 minutes in. The Solutions Project has a state by state analysis of how to get to 100% renewable for all purposes: http://thesolutionsproject.org/infographic/

Across the globe — in regions, cities, communities, businesses, and individual lives — people are proving that 100% renewable energy is not a fantasy for someday, but a reality today. Each of us is part of the problem of dependence on conventional fuels and their harmful impacts on current and future generations. Each of us can also be part of the solution. Let's do it. Go 100% Renewablehttp://www.go100percent.org/cms/
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